and p h q is the cof actor of p h q in the determinant ^h q \ divided by this determinant, then the direction finally arrived at, called the parallel to the original one, is unique, i.e., independent of any path along which the transport is carried out. This is Einstein's teleparallelism.
With the parallel transport defined by the equations (1.1) we may associate another by interchanging the indices of F and dx on the right without interchanging those of F, namely
These two parallelisms have one important property in common, namely that the auto-parallels are the same in both cases; this is Since for any defined type of parallel transport we get a particular form of covariant differentiation, we may reasonably, a n d without ambiguity, suppose that the covariant derivative of a tensor with respect to (1.2) is obtained by interchanging throughout t h e two lower indices of F's in the same covariant derivative with respect to the teleparallelism (1.1). We shall hereafter refer to (1.2) as t h e equations for the associated parallel transport. § 2. By composition with the h's we obtain from every tensor A x //'£ of any rank ennuplet tensors of lower ranks and an ennuplet scalar which we define in the following way: 2 For the sake of brevity we consider a tensor A* 1 * of rank 3. First of all we set up places by dots on the left side of the tensor corresponding to the positions of the indices on the right and write •/A x f. We then obtain, for example, ennuplet tensors of ranks 2 a n d 1 whose components are Let us now consider the ennuplet scalar r^A which is derived from the tensor A°f f (defined in (1.3)), namely av<r Ricci constructed a set of important quantities y pgr , known as Ricci's coefficients of rotation If we proceed on exactly the same line as is adopted by Levi-Civita in defining y PQ ., 1 using the associated parallelism instead of Levi-Civita parallelism, then we shall get the quantities QA. We may therefore call the quantities r p q A the coefficients of rotation with respect to the associated parallel transport. Since these quantities are skew in the two lower indices, we have *A+*A = O, £A = 0; the number of these quantities which are independent is, therefore, \n 2 (n -1 We thus see that there is a simple connexion between Ricci's coefficients of rotation and the coefficients of rotation with respect to the associated parallel transport.
The quantities y pqr are known to be skew in the first two indices; this may also be seen from the fact that the quantities T *A are skew in the two lower indices. ». e therefore have 
